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Abstract: This paper describes a method of monitoring servers or server rooms by an Internet of Things (IoT) system that can configure and control terminal sensors behind a network address translation (NAT) router through a Wiki page on the Internet. This IoT system consists of Wiki pages and a bot (Wiki Bot) that runs on Raspberry Pi with sensors. A Wiki Bot can be placed behind the NAT router to resist various online attacks. The IoT system can monitor servers behind a NAT router over the Internet. A Wiki Bot is controlled by sending commands from the Wiki page. It acquires data from its sensors and processes the data via a command sequence of commands. The sensors settings and the data sampling rate can be remotely changed by changing the commands on the Wiki page.
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1. Introduction

Information and communication technology (ICT) infrastructure administrators at universities monitor servers and server rooms on campus [1], [2]. Such monitoring is deceptively difficult. If the administrators fail to identify a potential problem or if the staff cannot solve an identified problem, users will not be able to use the network. Some server room problems can even lead to fire.

ICT infrastructure administrators thus use various methods to identify problems with a server or the server room.

In this paper, we describe the monitoring of servers and server rooms using bots, which are remote-controlled computers or programs. Bots are often malicious programs that form a botnet [3], but they can also be used for beneficial tasks [4], [5], [6], [7].

We use a bot to monitor a Web server on our campus. This bot uses Twitter to periodically update the server status. We also use bots to monitor a server room on our campus. These bots notify administrators of changes in room temperature, room brightness and room air pollution.

The bots are part of an Internet of Things (IoT) system that connects them over the Internet.

2. Outline of Wiki IoT System and the Wiki Bot

The bots, called Wiki Bots, are Raspberry Pis that run the bot software. Some of them are equipped with sensors and some are equipped with a wireless sensor network (WSN) transmitter. Wiki Bots are controlled by commands and programs on Wiki pages on web servers. Wiki Bots equipped with a WSN transmitter are gateways to the WSN. This IoT system consists of IoT devices (bots) that communicate with each other and Wiki software on the Internet. We call this IoT system the Wiki IoT system (Fig. 1).

Administrators can control bots in a local area network (LAN) protected by network address translation (NAT) routers from outside the LAN by writing commands and programs on Wiki pages hosted on web servers located outside the LAN or that can be accessed from outside the LAN. A WSN is not considered in this paper. A Wiki IoT system with a WSN is described in other papers [8], [9].

We adopt PukiWiki software [10] for the Wiki IoT because PukiWiki is simple to deploy than many other wikis. PukiWiki needs minimized requirements, even requires no data base engines such like MySQL. Extracting PukiWiki tar-ball to a web server root directory, it just works [11].

When a server is connected to a campus LAN that cannot be accessed from the Internet directly, it is impossible to directly monitor the server from outside of campus. However, such monitoring would be convenient when administrators are not on campus. A Wiki Bot can help administrators monitor the server in such cases. A server room is usually physically isolated from the outside; there are no people in the server room. A Wiki Bot can help the administrators monitor server rooms. A bot can help administrators monitor servers that are maintained by a third-party company and onto which monitoring software cannot be installed.

2.1 Behavior of a Wiki Bot

Figure 2 shows the behavior of a Wiki Bot. A Wiki Bot repeats the following steps:
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1) Wait for a specified time.
2) Read commands from the specific Wiki page assigned to the bot. The source code of a program and the command for running the program can be used as commands.
3) Execute these commands.
4) Data in the send buffer are written back to the Wiki page that contains the commands, after the line “result:”.

If the source code of a program is embedded in the series of commands, then the program is transferred to the language processor of the bot. The program is translated into an internal representation and run by the interpreter when the run command is executed.

The program can read other Wiki pages and Web pages. It can read and send tweets on Twitter. Bots with sensors, can also read sensor data. Bots with actuators can send data to the actuators. A bot can write data to the send buffer. If the data are split from the send buffer, old data are deleted. These functions are realized using the embedded functions of the programming language.

We call the specific Wiki page that contains the commands, the program, and data which are written back from the Wiki Bot, the main Wiki page.

Actuators are not considered in this paper. A Wiki IoT system with actuators is described in another paper [12].

2.2 Commands and the Program of a Wiki Bot

Figure 3 shows an example of a program with a series of commands. In this example, lines that start with “command:” are the commands. The first line,

\[
\text{command: set readInterval = 60000}
\]

tells the Wiki Bot to read the page at the given URL every minute. The time interval is given in milliseconds.

The lines that start with “program:” are the program. A program is enclosed by commands “command: program <name>” and “command: end <name>”, where <name> is the name of the program. In this example, the program is named “ex”. The last command line, “command: run ex” translates the program into its internal representation and executes.

A Wiki page for a Wiki Bot can also contain the “set pageName” command and the “include” command.

When the “set pageName” command is interpreted in the bot, the Wiki Bot will use the Wiki page designated by this command as the main Wiki page. The name of the designated Wiki page can include the current time or date. For example, when the follow-
When the “include” command is interpreted in a Wiki Bot, the bot inserts the Wiki page designated by the include command into the place of the include command of the original Wiki page. This command is useful when there are identical commands or programs on many Wiki pages. It can also be used for object-oriented programming. The commands and the program on the main Wiki page can be modified to change the behavior of the bot without stopping the bot.

A Wiki Bot can be connected to a LAN protected by a NAT or network address port translation router. The bot can be controlled from outside the LAN.

### 2.3 Embedded functions of a program

The program of a Wiki Bot can use the following embedded functions.

- `ext(<object>, <command>)`

  This function sends the `<command>` in a string to `<object>`. Currently, objects are a “service” for interacting with the bot’s functions, a “connector” for interacting with a web page and a “pi4j” for interacting with sensors and actuators connected to the Wiki Bot. This function can have a return value. The following is an example of the statement that reads the page http://www.page.ex and assigns the page to the variable `page` as a string value.

  ```
  page = ext("connector", "getpage http://www.page.ex")
  ```

- `getResultPart(<page>)`

  This function extracts the result part of the string `<page>`. It is assumed that the page is in the format of the PukiWiki page of a Wiki Bot, which includes a sequence of commands, a program, and the result part.

- `parseCsv(<csv>)`

  `<dataTable>, <rowLabel>, <columnLabel>`)`

  This function transforms the string `<csv>` into a two-dimensional array `<dataTable>`. It is assumed that `<csv>` is in the following format.

  ```
  <col-label-1>=<val-1-1>,...,<col-label-1-1n>=<val-1-1n>,
  <col-label-2>=<val-2-1>,...,<col-label-2-2n>=<val-2-2n>,
  ...
  <col-label-m>=<val-1-m>,...,<col-label-m-mn>=<val-m-mn>.
  ```

  Each line should not have the same number of values.

  The following is an example of `<csv>`.

  ```
  device=a-0, Date=2013/5/5/ 17:6:45, ave=242,..., dt=100.
  device=a-0, Date=2013/5/5/ 17:7:53, ave=242,..., dt=100.
  ...
  ```

  `<rowLabel>` is a hash table with key-value pairs (“rowcol”, “row”) and (“maxIndex”, maximum row index of the table). This hash table includes row information such as the maximum index of the row. `<columnLabel>` is a hash table with key-value pairs (“rowcol”, “col”), (“maxIndex”, maximum column index of the table), (<col-label_>, column index of the label), ... (<col-label_max>, column index of the label whose index is the maximum column value in the table).

  There are functions for accessing a table such as `sumif` and `countif`, these functions are equivalent to those in Microsoft Excel. There is also a function called `getindex` that finds the minimum index of the table that satisfies the specified condition which is the argument of the `getindex` function.

### 2.4 Class Pages and Object Pages

Wiki IoT is an object-oriented computing system [9]. In our Wiki IoT system, an object is the combination of a Wiki page and a Wiki bot.

Some bots in a Wiki IoT system may use the same commands. To reduce duplication on Wiki pages, the Wiki IoT system might have a `class` page for sharing common commands among the Wiki pages of such objects. We call a main Wiki page of objects an `object` page. An object page uses the “include” command for a class page when sharing a common class among object pages.

If class pages have common commands, they can share another page of the same class page using the “include” command, similar to inheritance in object-oriented programming.

The override function in object-oriented programming is also realized by the “include” command. If Wiki page B includes Wiki page A, then the program on Wiki page A becomes the superclass of the program on Wiki page B, which is the sub-class. The programming language for our Wiki IoT system is similar to BA-SIC. A program is translated into an S-expression, which is evaluated by a LISP interpreter. If functions with the same name exist in the super-class program and the sub-class program, the func-
tion of the super-class program is overwritten by the function of the sub-class program.

Figure 4 shows an example of the class hierarchy of Wiki IoT. Class Page A, Class Page B, Class Page C, Object Page-1, Object Page-2, Object Page-3, and Object Page-4 are Wiki pages. The program in Class Page A is the super-class of sub-class programs in Class Page B and Class Page C. Object Page-1 and Object Page-2 use the commands and program in Class Page B. Object-3 and Object-4 use the commands and program in Class Page C.

3. Monitoring Servers from Outside the LAN

Video clips of computer ethics are shown to students to enhance cyber security on our campus [13], [14]. The video clips are stored on a Web server on our campus. The license of the video clips does not allow us to access this Web server from outside our campus. There have been instances of this Web server going down, which prevented the video clips from being shown in class. Therefore, we have started monitoring this Web server using our Wiki IoT system.

The Web server monitoring system consists of a Wiki Bot, a Wiki page, and Twitter (Fig. 5). The Wiki Bot is connected to the campus LAN to monitor the Web server status (this is not possible from outside the LAN). The bot repeatedly reads the Wiki page that contains the program for monitoring the Web server and executes the program. The Wiki Bot monitors the Web server status and reports it to administrators via a tweet on Twitter.

Figure 6 shows the main Wiki page for the Wiki Bot of the Web server monitoring system. This page includes the program for the Wiki Bot. The program does the following:

1) Tries to read the Web page of the Web server.
2) If the Wiki Bot cannot read the page, it tweets the following: “rinri down <hour:min>”
3) If the Wiki Bot can read the page, it tweets the following: “rinri up <hour:min>”

We have used the Web server monitoring system for three years. Figure 7 shows some example tweets from the Wiki Bot of the Web server monitoring system. These tweets alerted us that the Web server was down. The Web server went down between 2:55 and 3:56 on March 18, 2017. It was a weekend so we were at home at that time. After receiving the tweets, we went to the campus and fixed the problem.

We have confirmed that our use of Twitter complies with the Twitter’s rules [15].

4. Monitoring of Server Room

There was air conditioner malfunction in a server room on our campus in 2015. This malfunction occurred on weekend and it was not noticed until a Monday class that uses a computer laboratory. The servers in the server room also malfunctioned because of the high temperature in the room. If the problem had gone unnoticed longer, there could have been a fire in the server room.

As a result of the server malfunctions, we could not use the computer laboratories at that time because the computers use Active Directory servers and file servers in the server room.

A server room usually has no windows and the only time someone is in the server room is during server maintenance. Therefore, sensors must be used to monitor the server room conditions from the outside.

We called the air conditioner and servers maintenance companies at the time. They fixed the trouble in a few days.

We decided to start monitoring the server room. There are commercial services for remotely monitoring servers. These services usually require the installation of a monitoring program on the server. However, it is difficult to install such programs on a server that is not a property of the university. Therefore, we decided to monitor the server room using a Wiki IoT system.
We developed \textit{Sensor Bot}, A Sensor Bot comprises a Raspberry Pi, a temperature sensor, a light sensor, a passive infrared (PIR) motion sensor and a gas sensor. The PIR motion sensor detects human presence. The gas sensor detects the air pollution level. \textit{Figure 9} shows a Sensor Bot. The temperature sensor and the light sensor are I2C devices. The output of the gas sensor is an analog value, which is converted to a digital value by an I2C analog-to-digital converter. The PIR motion sensor outputs a digital value, which is sent to the GPIO port of the Raspberry Pi.

The server room monitoring system consists of a Sensor Bot (Wiki Bot-1), a Wiki Bot without sensors (Wiki Bot-2), 24 Wiki pages, one for each hour in a day (H-Wikis), the class page for the bot (sensors-1-h-class), 31 Wiki pages, one for each day in a month (D-Wikis), and the class page for the bot (Daily-Class-1).

An H-Wiki contains the command for including the sensors-1-h-class page and acquires sensor data every minute for an hour. \textit{Figure 10} shows an excerpt of the sensors-1-h-1 page, an H-Wiki page.

A D-Wiki contains the command for including the Daily-Class-1 and acquires average sensor data for each hour in a day. \textit{Figure 11} shows the daily-1-1 page, a D-Wiki page.

Wiki Bot-1 is placed in the server room for environmental monitoring. It reads an H-Wiki that corresponds to the current time, interprets the commands on the page and the program on the sensors-1-class page, and writes back the current sensor data to the H-Wiki. The sensors-1-class page contains the program that issues commands to sensors of Wiki Bot-1 to obtain sensor values.

Wiki Bot-2 is placed in our research room. It reads the D-Wiki that corresponds to the current date, interprets the commands on the page and the program on the Daily-Class-1 page, and writes back the current sensor data to the D-Wiki. The Daily-Class-1...
Fig. 8 Outline of the Wiki IoT system which monitors the server room.

Fig. 9 Sensor Bot, a Wiki Bot with a temperature sensor, a light sensor, a PIR motion sensor and Gas sensor.

Fig. 10 A part of the sensors-1-h-1 page.

page contains the program which computes the average values of data for each H-Wiki and writes back the results to the D-Wiki for the current day (Fig. 11).

H-Wikis and D-Wikis have a link to a page which displays graphs of their data. Administrators can see trends in the data, such as the temperature of the room.

Fig. 11 A part of the daily-1-1 page.

Figure 12 shows an excerpt of the sensors-1-h-class page. command: set readInterval = 60000 tells Wiki Bot to read this page every minute. command: set execInterval = 0 tells the Wiki Bot to execute the commands and program on this page immediately after this page has been read. command: set reportLength = 240 sets the maximum line number for the results part of the object page to 240. To display additional lines, an old line is first deleted.

The line program: ex("pi4j", "i2c use 1") sets the I2C channel No.1 for I2C communication. The lines program: ex("pi4j", "i2c…") sends an I2C command to an I2C device of the Sensor Bot. For example, program: ex("pi4j", "i2c write1 0x29, 0x80, 0x03") writes the one-byte value of 0x03 to the register 0x80 of the device, the I2C address of which is 0x29. program: delay(t) sets a delay to t milli seconds.
```
command: set readInterval=500000
command: set execInterval=10
command: set reportLength=240
command: program Sensors
program: 
    // init 12c
    program: ex("p14", "12c use 1")
    program: 
    // Init lux sensor
    program: ex("p14", "12c write 0x29,0x00,0x00") \* power up the tsl2561 lux sensor
    program: ex("p14", "12c write 0x29,0x08,0x00") \* scale
    program: ex("p14", "12c write 0x29,0x80,0x00") \* power down
    program: ex("p14", "12c write 0x29,0x80,0x00") \* power up again
    program: delay(100)
    program: 
    // get the lux value
    program: v1=ex("p14","12c read1 0x29,0x08")
    program: v2=ex("p14","12c read1 0x29,0x80")
    program: lux=(v2)*256+321(v1)
...
program: 
    // get temperature
    program: v1=ex("p14", "12c read1 0x48,0x00")
    program: 
    // get motion
    program: v1=ex("p14","get+0")
    program: motion-s2i(v1)
    program: 
    // close
    program: ex("p14", ",12c close")
    program: 
    // call service
    program: date-ex("service","getCurentDateTime.")
    program: ex("service",putSendBuffer device-light, Date="v:date", v="lux")
    program: ex("service",putSendBuffer device-airPol, Date="v:date", v="airPol")
    program: ex("service",putSendBuffer device-temperature, Date="v:date", v="temp")
    program: ex("service",putSendBuffer device-motion, Date="v:date", v="motion")
    program: ex("service",sendResults.)
command: end Sensors
command: run Sensors
command: set pageName="sensors-1-h-class"
```

**Fig. 12** A part of sensors-1-h-class page.

```
command: set readInterval=3500000
command: set sendInterval=10
command: program daily
program: dim dataTable
program: dim columnHeader
program: dim roxLabel
program: dim dName
program: dim ave
program: sensorKind=4
program: dName(id)="motion": dName(1)="light": dName(2)="temp": dName(3)="airPol"
program: ex("service",clearSendBuffer)
program: for j=0 to SensorKind-1
    program: dx=dName(j)
    program: ave(dx)=0
    program: next j
    program: for i=0 to 23
        program: page-ex("connector", getpage =url1)
        program: page-ex("page", part=getPage(page))
        program: page-ex("dataTable", part=getDataTable(page))
        program: page-ex("columnLabel", part=getDataColumnLabel(page))
        program: for j=0 to SensorKind-1
            program: dx=dName(j)
            program: y=fsum(odataTable["rowLabel","columnLabel"="device",="","dx",dx,datumLabel(v))
            program: c=countf(odataTable["rowLabel","columnLabel"="device",="","dx",dx)
            program: ave(dx-1)=c/0
            program: dataTable["device","dx", Date="dataTable[8,datumLabel("Date")]"]="ave=save(dx)
            program: ex("service",putSendBuffer '+'dataTable)
            program: next j
    program: next 1
    program: ex("service",sendResults.)
command: end daily
command: run daily
command: set pageName="daily-1-day"

```

**Fig. 13** The Daily-Class-1 page.
The lines program: <variable> = ex(“pi4j”, “i2c read1…”)
sends a command to read one byte to an I2C device and
the returned value is assigned to a variable. For example,
program: v1 = ex(“pi4j”, “i2c read1 0x29,0x8c”) sends a com-
mand to read one from register 0x8c to the I2C device, the ad-
dress of which is 0x29, and the returned value is assigned to
the variable v1. The line program: v1 = ex(“pi4j”, “get-a-0”) gets the PIR motion value. The line program: date
= ex(“service”, “getCurrentData.”) assigns the current date to the
variable date.

Figure 13 shows the Daily-Class-1 page. This class is read and
executed every hour. For each page of H-Wiki (one per hour), the
data of the corresponding page is read and the csv values of the
page are stored in the dataTable array. The average values for
each sensor are calculated using sumif and countif functions and
written on the object page of the corresponding D-Wiki page.

Figure 14 shows the changes of temperature, brightness, mo-
tion, air pollution values in the monitored server room for a day,
collected by the Wiki IoT system.

5. Related Work
5.1 Configuring Organizational Network Infrastructure

There are many ways to monitor servers. A designated virtual
LAN (VLAN) segment is commonly used for monitoring servers
in the infrastructural switching network of an organization. This
method does not require any additional equipment. However,
configuring the VLAN segment for an infrastructural switching
network requires careful design and careful operation because an
error may take down the whole infrastructural switching network.
The configuration and operation of an infrastructural switching
network are commonly outsourced. With outsourcing, the con-
figuration for monitoring just one server is not easy for request
and is not fast, especially for end users.

The Wiki IoT system may realize easy configuration for end
users.

5.2 Virtual Private Network

For accessing sensor devices behind a NAT router from out-
side the LAN (i.e., tunneling the NAT router), a virtual private
network (VPN), such as SoftEther VPN [16], is commonly used.
A VPN may be deployed by the end-user without changing the
settings of the infrastructural switching network. However,
the deployment of a VPN that is suitable for accessing sensor devices
requires changing the settings of the remote access VPN. A VPN
can be a security hole if used incorrectly or used by a malicious
third party. If the remote access VPN is taken over by a malicious
third party, the whole computer hosting the VPN client software
may be accessed by the malicious third party.

Wiki IoT does not need settings of network devices to be
changed. Wiki IoT is safer than the VPN because it does not
have the ability to access the whole computer hosting the Wiki
Bot.

5.3 Webalizer

Webalizer [17] is a fast, free web server log file analysis pro-
gram. It is a popular tool for visualizing the usage of a Web
server. Because Webalizer is installed on the target Web server,
usage cannot be viewed from outside the network if the server is
not accessible from the outside. In contrast, our monitoring sys-
tem allows administrators to monitor the target server from the
outside.

5.4 New Relic

New Relic [18] is a popular commercial server monitoring ser-
vice. New Relic can monitor almost all servers, both those ac-
cessible and inaccessible from outside the network. The user can
monitor the data stored on the New Relic’s Web server. However,
the monitoring program for New Relic has to be installed on the
target server. In contrast, our monitoring system allows admin-
istrators to monitor the target server without the installation of a
program on the target server.

5.5 Kaseya and UNIFAS

KASEYA [19] is a system for remotely controlling personal
computers. UNIFAS [20] is a system for remotely controlling
WiFi access points. These systems are used for controlling a
large number of devices of PCs or WiFi access points and can
control devices behind a NAT router. Kaseya and UNIFAS re-
quire their own Web servers. In contrast, Wiki IoT uses common
Wiki servers.

5.6 Obniz

The platform device obniz [21] can connect to electrical com-
ponents such as motors and sensors. A device can connect to the
obniz Cloud via a network (the obniz board uses Wi-Fi to con-
nect).

After connection, the user can control the connected motors
and sensors by calling APIs remotely. Obniz receives and con-
trols remote devices behind a NAT router using a WebSocket.
It uses the obniz cloud for communication. In contrast, Wiki IoT uses common Wiki servers for communication.

5.7 NetNucleus Cloud Hub

NetNucleus Cloud Hub [22] can control IoT devices behind firewalls via an HTTPS/WebSocket connection from Internet servers. This process is very similar to the connection between a wiki page and a bot in our IoT system, even though our connection uses HTTP instead of HTTPS/WebSocket. However, although both systems allow administrators to control IoT devices behind firewalls, NetNucleus Cloud Hub does not have reconfigurable IoT devices, whereas our IoT system does.

5.8 Monitoring by Remote-Controlled Mobile Robot

Ogawa and Yoshira proposed a method of collecting monitoring information using a remote-controlled mobile robot [23]. They conducted experiments in which monitoring devices were attached to media converters at a university, and the mobile robot collected monitoring information. The experimental results showed that the proposed method has a communication ability equivalent to that in previous research and that it can quickly collect monitoring information.

Their method can monitor a network equipment behind a physical door and does not take up a LAN port of the target network equipment.

Their method uses a physical mobile robot, whose path must be secured and maintained.

Although Wiki IoT takes up LAN ports of the target network, it does not need a path.

5.9 WxBeacon2

WxBeacon2 [24] is a commercial IoT sensor device, that collects environmental information, such as temperature, humidity, atmospheric pressure, brightness, ultraviolet rays, and noise. A smart phone application, Weather News Touch, is used to view the information collected by the WxBeacon2 and upload the data to a Weather News Inc. server. The smart phone running Weather News Touch must be physically near the WxBeacon2 device.

It is difficult to transform the data collected by WxBeacon2 into other formats, such as CSV, without reverse engineering. In contrast, our monitoring system can output collected data in any text format (e.g., CSV format) because the user can write commands that produce the data. In addition to the monitoring system users, other people can use the data by reading the URL of the Wiki page. They can then analyze the data using tools such like R and Python.

6. Concluding Remarks

Our Wiki IoT systems enhances the reliability of the target servers and server rooms. It has reduced our work load and mental stress.

There are several opportunities to improve our monitoring method, such as enhancing the security and enhancing the availability.

To enhance the security of Wiki IoT, Wiki Bots can be protected by a NAT router. However, Wiki pages are currently protected using basic authentication. TLS should be used to enhance Wiki page security.

In order to enhance the availability of the Wiki IoT, we are trying to introduce cross-over including and cross-over execution [25].

Debugging is another challenge for Wiki IoT. Errors that occur when commands are executed by a bot are not currently shown on the Wiki page. Such errors must be viewed on the Wiki page.
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